
Illston on the Hill
LE7 9ET

Mobile: 07833 085866
Telephone:

Zeus ISH Bay Gelding 10yo 17.3hh £ 8,000

Description

17.3hh Approx Irish Sports Horse (Lines such as quick star) 2012 Bay Gelding beautiful bred handsome chap.
Previously Zeus has been in a hunt home he has mastered and hunted in the field he was well mannered with
plenty of jump.With us we have done a bit of everything. He has beautiful manners and is a gentle giant we love
him. 17.3 is no exaggeration he is big ! He's like a sporty hunter not heavy. Previously Zeus has been in a hunt
home he has mastered and hunted in the field he was well mannered with plenty of jump. This is all we know. 
With us we have done a bit of everything!! He hacks amazing alone or in company ! And there has been a lot
going on with jubilee and he has been great we have crossed fields and he has been fantastic ! Although very
capable in school this is obviously what his done a lot of !!  In the school he is flash and well schooled he is a lot
of horse to keep together so his not necessarily strong with speed but we have found him best in a Waterford for
schooling but all my jockeys are lesser side of 10Stone !  We’ve jumped him and his clock work tidy and brave,
not looked at any fillers.  He was a tad spooky in the school when he arrived looky and likes to get on with his job
therefore not suitable for a novice and this is his reason for sale ! Just a-bit too talented and abit too much horse
for novice but no quirks no nastiness !! Just a big lad we love him and would absolutely love to hunt him just
wrong time of year !!  Zeus would excel with a job makes a beautiful Dressage horse would jump/Event or
continue as a hunter !! Or even the poshest of hacks ! He has recently passed 5stage vetting and was scoped as
he makes a noise of his wind. This is reflected in his price !  Open to Vet No Loans No TrialsBased near
Leicester Brilliant viewing facilities, No Pressure feel at home and help at hand!Homes will be vettedReferences
may be asked for   Call "Sam" on 078330 85866" for more info.
https://www.facebook.com/smartperformancehorses/ Please Like & Share the page for more SPH updates and
horses for sale .

Horse's name: ZEUS  Age: 10 yrs



Height: 17.3 hands  Breed: Irish sports horse
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